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As the world of biotechnology has grown in leaps and bounds, so too have the career opportunities.

But the choices can be daunting. What types of jobs are available? How do you get your foot in the

door? What will your job entail if you become a "Preclinical Project Manager" or a "Process

Scientist"? What s the difference between biotech and pharma?Career Opportunities in

Biotechnology and Drug Development provides a comprehensive and systematic overview of

careers in the life science industry, with all their ups and downs. The author, Toby Freedman, Ph.D.,

has conducted interviews with hundreds of key players in the industry, who provide first hand

explanations of their day to day roles and responsibilities, and offer key insights into how they

landed those jobs in the first place. Careers in everything from discovery research to venture capital

are covered in detail.Each chapter includes valuable sections on preparing yourself for a

prospective career: educational requirements and personality characteristics needed;

recommendations of books, magazines, and Web site resources; and issues to consider regarding

salary and compensation. The book also includes interviewing and job searching tips, as well as

suggestions on writing a resume specifically for industry. Career Opportunities in Biotechnology and

Drug Development is an essential guide for science graduates and medical, business, legal, high

tech or engineering professionals. With discussions of job security, future trends, and potential

career paths, even those already working in industry will find helpful information on how to take

advantage of opportunities available within their own companies and elsewhere. This book will help

you make wiser and more informed decisions about what role you would like to play in the

biotechnology and drug development industry. Related Titles from the Publisher  An Illustrated

Chinese-English Guide for Biomedical Scientists;  At the bench: A Laboratory Navigator, Updated

Edition;  At the Helm: A Laboratory Navigator; CSH Protocols Laboratory Research Notebook; 

Experimental Design for Biologists;  Lab Dynamics: Managing Skills for Scientists;  Lab Math: A

Handbook of Measurements, Calculations, And other Quantitative Skills for Use at the Bench;  Lab

Ref, Volume 1: A Handbook of Recipes, Reagents, and Other Reference Tools for Use at the

Bench;  Lab Ref, Volume 2: A Handbook of Recipes, Reagents, and Other Reference Tools for Use

at the Bench;  Safety Sense
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Career Opportunities in Biotechnology and Drug Development by Toby Freedman, Ph.D. ([...]) is an

invaluable tool for anyone pursuing a new career or currently working in biopharma.Applying for a

job is a job in itself. When starting this process, it is difficult to remember everything that needs to be

researched and considered for this important life decision. Executive support Web sites like

TheLadders.com offer helpful pieces of information, but in this book Dr. Freedman seems to have

included everything the job-seeker needs.The writing style is direct and personal, allowing for quick

and enjoyable reading. By the end of Chapter 3, the reader can have a personalized list of to-do

items that will increase confidence, and set a realistic expectation of the job seeking experience.

Chapter 5 covers the Informational Interview concept. It is a key step in networking that I first

learned after paying a career consultant $3,000 after I left clinical practice. Networking is how many

people gain entry into biopharma. Part 1 of this book prepares the reader to start networking

effectively.Part II of the book is chaptered by career area over the life cycle of the biopharma

product. The reader will gain a clear understanding of each step and how they depend on each

other. Chapters are full of definitions and detailed explanations of each role, as well as educational

and experience requirements for candidates. Each chapter creates a day-in-the-life-of-this-job

picture with pros and cons of the job. Section titles such as "Are You a Good Candidate for

Regulatory Affairs?" help readers match position requirements with their personal traits. There is

even a list of personal characteristics in each chapter to help rule out a position.I read the career

chapters out of order, starting with the career paths I had always intended to explore. Within the first

few paragraphs of each chapter, I was able to decide if this position could work for me. Some of the

positions that have always sounded like a fit for me by their name were not even close after gaining

the full picture.Relative salaries and potential career path / job security coverage is realistic and



helpful. There is equal weight of discussion across positions from Basic Research roles to CEO and

from Discovery stage to Commercial Operations. It even includes Law, Recruiting, and Consulting

roles, and advice for non-scientists.Dr. Freedman interviewed more than 200 people working in

biopharma to write this book. In a few hours, readers can leverage this extensive experience for

their career planning.Paul Martinetti, MDPresidentNetwork of Researchers, Doctors, and

ScientistsNords.com

Having worked in biopharma marketing and business development management for over 30 years, I

am often asked by young professionals working in biotech R&D what positions they might pursue

successfully on the business and marketing side of the business. I feel comfortable sharing what the

roles, rewards and expectations are for business and marketing functions but don't have the

background of actually moving from R&D myself to understand their current positions and the

questions they should be asking. In the future, I will now recommend Toby Freedman's book to help

them find the position that best fits their background, skills and temperment. I was especially

impressed with the extremely valuable information about career ladders inside functions in all

divisions as well as great insights where those with "Research bench" experience can move

successfully. This book is not just for newly graduated life scientists but for those desiring a

transition after years in a function. I was amazed with the breadth and depth of the myriad career

paths covered and quality and accuracy of those positions I hadn't expected the author would have

understood as well as research.

This book is so multifaceted. It describes very clearly how the various divisions and departments of

biopharma fit together. You learn the requirements for each career. You learn about suggested

personal traits, comparative salaries, job security, do's and don'ts, pros and cons of each type of

position, and how to switch careers within biopharma. You read lists of personal attributes which

would contraindicate a particular career choice. You read about a typical day-in-the-life of various

positions....I've read or perused six Biopharma career books, and this is the best one I've found by

far! I can't imagine how it could be any more comprehensive, helpful, and easy-to-read!

I am making the transition from a career in Hitech to Biotech and found this book to be an amazing

resource. First of all, there are techniques for the proper structure and format of your resume as

required by this particular field.The bulk of the book consists of detailed reviews, containing both

positive and negative attributes, of all the roles (jobs) that the biotechnology and the pharmaceutical



industries have to offer. Unlike most career books this book contains not only the roles and

responsibilities but also illuminates the downside or negatives that accompany some positions.

Therefore it will greatly help someone entering the field to avoid making a large effort and

investment to get a certain type of position only to later find out that they are not tempermentally

suited for it. The book is clearly and concisely written with a minimum of fluff but does not get too

dry either. A must-have book for anyone thinking of entering the biotech and pharmaceutical

industries. I give it five stars.
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